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DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES

The MetFx watch-2-earn metaverse will offer limitless possibili�es to its
users. Apart from providing movie theatres and private screening rooms, you can 
also earn our na�ve token by watching movies on our streaming app. The MetFx 
Marketplace is where you will find all the accessories you may require to do so, 
and also find a wide range of NFT’s that can be used in our metaverse. The MetFx 
Watch-To-Earn streaming applica�on will be accessible on iOS, Android, and 
Web3.

INTRODUCTION
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This MetFx Whitepaper (the "Whitepaper") had been prepared only for the 
purpose of informa�on and illustra�on. It is not a statement of future intent. 
While this Whitepaper contains informa�on that had been obtained from third-
party sources, MetFx has not independently verified the accuracy or 
completeness of such informa�on. The Whitepaper may include es�mates and 
forecasts of future financial performance. Those es�ma�ons involve known and 
unknown risks and uncertain�es which may cause the es�mated results to be 
materially different from any future outcomes. MetFx does not make or purport 
to make, and hereby disclaims, any representa�on, warranty, or undertaking 
(expressly or implied) in any form whatsoever to any en�ty or person, including 
any representa�on, warranty, or undertaking in rela�on to the accuracy and 
completeness of any of the informa�on set out in this Whitepaper. There is no 
liability if any provisions in this Whitepaper does not materialize. This 
Whitepaper is intended to be used by prospec�ve investors who are familiar with 
the business and affairs of MetFx. This Whitepaper is not intended to provide the 
sole basis for evalua�ng the risk, and should not be considered as a 
recommenda�on with respect to, any transac�on or any purchase decision. Each 
prospec�ve investor should evaluate all risks and uncertain�es associated 
herein. This Whitepaper is not intended and does not cons�tute a prospectus or 
offering document, and is not an offer to sell any securi�es or a solicita�on to sell 
or purchase any securi�es in any jurisdic�on. MetFx does not provide or arrange 
any financing for any transac�on to purchase any security in connec�on with this 
Whitepaper. This Whitepaper is for informa�on purposes only and may be 
subject to change without prior no�ce. There is no obliga�on for MetFx to 
amend, modify, or update this Whitepaper or to no�fy any investor if any 
informa�on in this Whitepaper changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 
Nothing in this Whitepaper cons�tutes any legal, financial, or tax advice and each 
investor is advised to consult his own legal, financial, tax, or other professional 
advisers regarding the impact of the transac�ons or ma�ers described in this 
Whitepaper. Any statements contained herein in rela�on to tax ma�ers are not 
intended to be used by any taxpayer to avoid any tax penal�es that may be 
imposed on any taxpayer. No part of this Whitepaper is to be copied, reproduced, 
distributed, or disseminated in any way without the prior wri�en consent of 
MetFx.

DISCLAIMER
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A Network Engineer of 15 years, Alvin decided to become an entrepreneur
by crea�ng and expanding his own brands on Amazon. Through the role, he was 
able to turn in a total of 10 Million dollars in sales. His fascina�on with Aquaculture 
eventually encouraged him to delve into the trade, leading him to build a 1 million 
dollar facility that exports to Japan and Korea.
Voracious in all forms of business, Alvin decided to expand his por�olio by
crea�ng his very own crypto project. These endeavors entailed that he worked 
closely with a marke�ng team as he held successful AMAs that promoted several 
promising coins. Con�nuing what he started, he now works in producing Smart 
Contracts alongside the experts in the field.
As he digs deep into building MetFx, Alvin believes that the future of the 
metaverse lies in its �e-up with the movie industry, its genera�on of in-world 
rewards, and the fostering of a variety of innova�ve forms of 3D-powered social 
engagement that provide a unique and cap�va�ng user experience.
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Alvin  |  CEO
A Network Engineer of 15 years, Alvin decided to 
become an entrepreneur by crea�ng and expanding his 
own brands on Amazon, a role he proved to excel at. He
then turned his fascina�on with Aquaculture into a 1 
million-dollar facility that became known across Asia. 
Possessing a voracious mind for business, Alvin decided 
to expand his por�olio by crea�ng his very own crypto 
project. Furthering his quest for greater specializa�on, 
Alvin is currently working on producing Smart 
Contracts alongside experts in the field.

Kim  |  CFO
A Jane of All Trades and a master of all, Kim's resume 
impresses with mul�ple leadership roles across several 
emerging companies: President and CEO at the D'vine 
Grind Corpora�on, CFO and Shareholder for the 
Mahalo Unagi Corpora�on, Owner and Founder at the 
Werqbee Outsourcing Solu�ons, and Owner and 
General Manager for O-Desk Marke�ng Solu�ons. 
Along the way, Kim was able to pick up and polish key 
skills in various management posts, specifically in 
Human Resources, Social Media, and Project Handling. 
Kim is a professional you want in your team–a force to 
be reckoned with.

Fahad  |  CSO
Fahad brings true innova�on to the table with his 
strong background in So�ware Development, R&D 
System Solu�ons Architecture, and even Cyber Security 
with his work at the Na�onal Nuclear Security 
Administra�on (NNSA) of the United States of America. 
He ul�mately found his passion in the Game 
Development industry. Enlis�ng the help of a friend's 
development company, Fox Jar, Fahad successfully 
started specializing in crypto u�lity development.
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CRYPTOKID 
A trusted partner and ally in the metaverse, CryptoKid 
Finance is the force behind a nascent Full-stack Crypto 
Marke�ng & PR agency that is shaping the industry 
with its solid founda�on in SEO, PPC, and Crea�ve 
Content Marke�ng. Always 5 steps ahead, Crypto Kid 
knows that his calling lies in helping clients achieve the 
highest return on their investment while ge�ng the 
exposure their crypto project is due.

FARIDA   |  COO
With a heart always worn on her sleeves, Farida life was 
shaped by public service that sees no limits nor 
boundaries. From immersing herself in volunteer work 
at the young age of 13 to being a Senior Lead Brand 
Manager at Chevron Corpora�on. She is also part of the 
Chamber of Commerce, and the Campaign Manager 
and Campaign Strategist for several successful 
campaigns for mayors of Daly City of California. Ida puts 
people first in all that she does. Always. She had also 
worked closely with professionals from the Chamber of 
Commerce and with Fortune 500 companies. At her 
very core, Ida is a Philanthropist–one who empowers 
the underprivileged as she successfully cements her 
place in the industry.
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CHADD STOOPS | MOVIE INDUSTRY & 
STRATEGIC  PARTNER
An experienced Actor, Comedian, and Writer with a 
notable history of working in the mo�on pictures and 
film industry, Chadd brings a youthful vitality to the 
team. His skill in producing Music Videos, Camerawork, 
Improvisa�on, Film, and Commercials impresses him 
with technique and advocacy. On top of that, Chadd is a 
man of le�ers—earning himself a Bachelor's degree in 
Theater, Speech Communica�ons, and Psychology from 
the University of Northern Colorado; he recognizes that 
establishing a good educa�onal background is per�nent 
to building a solid reputa�on. All these configure into 
what Chadd is today: inspired and persistent
into several promising, upcoming projects such as 
Memeforce, FuzePad, and of course, MetFX.

ARRNAYA   |  CTO
 If there is any word that could stand by Arrnaya's name, 
that is Prolific. Another would be, �reless. A skilled User 
Interface Developer, Arrnaya has many successful 
projects under his belt: Ronin, Betswamp, Formobaby, 
Booby Trap, BFYC, and Ryoshi Token - just to men�on a 
few. But Arrnaya is not about to stop any�me soon. He is 
currently expanding his capabili�es as he assumes the 
role of Smart Contract developer, making him a valuable 
asset in the crypto and NFT space. He is currently digging 
his hands into several promising, upcoming projects 
such as Memeforce, FuzePad, and of course, MetFX.
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Entering a new space already shaped by its forerunners would, more o�en than 
not, subject the new entrant to comparisons, specifically with the forerunners 
themselves. As this is the case, looking at social media �tan, Meta with respect to 
the scru�ny of MetFx's services cannot be helped. While it has been made clear 
from the get-go that Mark Zuckerberg's Meta is geared to create a metaverse that 
furthers the social dynamics successfully fostered through his mul�ple pla�orms, 
MetFx charts its trajectory through a clear niche. And this, as already men�oned in 
the earlier segments, is the provision of a holis�c, 3D-powered entertainment hub.

Mission
We want to bridge the gap between the conven�onal world and cryptocurrency. 
With our streaming app and economic model Watch-2-Earn, NFT marketplace, and 
metaverse, we are confident that we can do just that.

Vision
To provide a venue that transcends physical and geographical boundaries through 
shared, cap�va�ng virtual experiences in entertainment.

© COPYRIGHT all rights reserved by METFX 2022 7
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The development of large proprietary pla�orms like Facebook has allowed 
hundreds of millions of users to gather, interact, share content, and play games. 
Their network effects helped cul�vate vast online communi�es and gaming 
companies. These pla�orms, controlled by centralized organiza�ons, manage the 
network's rules and content flow while extrac�ng significant revenue from the 
communi�es and content creators who drive traffic to the pla�orms.

MetFx aims at establishing a network that allows its content creators to own and 
capture the full value of their contribu�ons. Over the past five years, the rate of 
consumer adop�on and infrastructure crea�on in cryptocurrency has exploded. 
For instance, by July 2017, Coinbase alone reached 8.4 million user accounts, with 
half of these added over the past 12 months. This growth has given rise to a pool of 
users large enough to fuel the decentralized commerce that will take place in a 
virtual world like MetFx. With the emergence of efficient blockchains such as the 
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Polygon, an opportunity is available to develop a 
virtual world that is more fully open and accessible to everyone.

© COPYRIGHT all rights reserved by METFX 2022 8
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In the MetFx Metaverse, there is no need to establish social distancing. You can 
interact with your family, friends, and colleagues in movie theatres, parks, and 
even on the moon if you so desire. If you are feeling adventurous, you can explore 
the many worlds in the MetFx metaverse. In addi�on to that, you can choose to sit 
back and relax and watch movies on our streaming app and earn money while 
doing so.
Despite the restric�ons, people s�ll felt the need to socialize and the digital world 
allows them to do just that in a low-risk environment. The metaverse is a 
persistent- virtual world where humans have an embodied telepresence/avatar 
and can immersively interact with content and each other in digital experiences 
and economies. Why should we be limited by distance and space in the physical 
world? The metaverse feels like a natural adjacent experience to the real world. 
People long for connec�on, belonging, and a self-expressed iden�ty and we can 
amplify that posi�vely.
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With the advancements in communica�on technology, humanity finds itself at the 
threshold of a new era. While video calling and conferencing are widely available, 
these lack the depth of interac�on that comes from physical mee�ngs in a shared 
space. The metaverse has emerged as a solu�on to this problem. However, it has 
been limited to mee�ngs, games, and buying spots on a grid. While there is a 
considerable demand for all these, such are fundamentally limited in how users 
can experience them. The ques�on remains: once users go into the metaverse, 
what are they supposed to do there?
Suffice it to say, there is a need to enrich the func�onali�es and the offerings that 
would be endemic to the metaverse. The space must reflect a certain type of 
enjoyment that would come to par with—albeit not necessarily iden�cal 
to—what physical experiences can offer. Providing a means and a venue within 
the virtual world serves the purpose of such. For instance, developers can build a 
func�on with unlimited experience wherein kids can watch any anima�on of their 
choice along with their friends around the world. Likewise, adults can go and stay 
up to date with fashion, watch movies and make income, purchase NFTs, and 
much more.
With MetFx, users would be able to experience the NextGen Metaverse as it is 
anchored to the belief in an unlimited, mul�-faceted experience.
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To par�cipate in our Watch-2-Earn program, users must connect their non-
custodial wallet to MetFX NFT Marketplace and create a user account. This user 
account will be used on both the MetFX marketplace and metaverse as well as the 
mobile app. Par�cipants must purchase one of the Watch-2-Earn NFTs on the 
MetFX NFT Marketplace. The Watch-2-Earn NFTs will have three �ers. Each Tier 
will have a different earning poten�al. Earning poten�al will be based on 
adver�sing revenue. Tier 3 will have the highest earning poten�al, followed by 
Tier 2 and Tier 1. The par�cipant's account will be used to track watch �mes to 
calculate �me spent watching as well as which �er level NFT the par�cipant holds.
Par�cipants' accounts will show tokens earnt in the dashboard while their wallet is 
connected. If they completed 6 hours of watch �me, they can claim by pressing 
the claim bu�on on the dashboard MetFX will u�lize 3rd party adver�sements as a 
revenue model for the watch-to-earn pla�orm. MetFX will implement different 
func�ons such as a "con�nue" bu�on that must be pressed by the par�cipant 
a�er each adver�sement has finished ensuring the pla�orm is being used 
correctly.
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MetFx's value proposi�on to applica�on developers is that they can fully capitalize 
on the economic interac�ons between their applica�ons and users. To allow these 
economic interac�ons, the pla�orm must allow three things to be traded: 
currency, goods, and services.
MetFx will integrate a core system that allows global, instant, and cost-effec�ve 
payments between any two users on the internet. Cryptocurrencies allow for 
trustless payment channels to be established between par�es, with low-trust 
hub-and-spoke systems already made possible.
To foster the exchange of virtual goods, economic incen�ves must be put in place 
to ensure the con�nued crea�on and distribu�on of avatars, items, and scripts. 
Because sta�c content can be arbitrarily copied, the user experience should 
empower social agreements that recognize original crea�ons. By implemen�ng 
an iden�ty system to establish authorship, users will be able to track and verify an 
author's consent through cryptographic signatures.
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MetFx's integrated ecosystem is designed to encourage u�liza�on across all 
sec�ons of the pla�orm, crea�ng a closed-loop and growing economy that drives 
the value of MetFx tokens. We have also set out the following design principles for 
developing the integrated ecosystem:
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ECOSYSTEM

Simplicity
Transparency and traceability are the key advantages of using 
a blockchain in MetFx's ecosystem. These provide MetFx with 
the ability to ensure that MFX transac�ons are properly 
authen�cated and reconcilable. However, the use of 
cryptocurrencies can be challenging for new users. Therefore, 
MetFx must op�mize the user experience of u�lizing MFX 
within MetFx's integrated ecosystem to achieve high 
usability.

Sustainability
MetFx's integrated ecosystem will be built with a long-term 
strategic view to ensure the sustainability of the business 
model. All new business models will undergo a business 
development process within MetFx for research and 
explora�on by qualified individuals before implementa�on. 
This is important to ensure that the business model remains 
viable for the long term.

Scalability
The development of an integrated ecosystem will be a 
massive undertaking. Scalability designs will be an important 
Day 1 considera�on for so�ware design because MetFx will 
be accessible to a worldwide user base. In addi�on, the 
pla�orm must be designed in a way that is capable of 
horizontal scaling as new content and func�onali�es are 
added to the ecosystem.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES



MetFx is a metaverse grouped into ci�es where users can explore, play, and 
par�cipate in ac�vi�es from any loca�on.
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METAVERSE

MetFX Services
Users can purchase adver�sing space. Their products can show up on billboards, 
and large high defini�on screens. Owners can host events and ac�vi�es for others 
to par�cipate in. For example, an owner can host a promo�onal event to a�ract 
other players and drive traffic to their business, or offer services on their property.

NFT Marketplace
Users may create, list, buy and sell NFT avatars, accessories, and movies in the 
MetFx Marketplace. NFTs in the marketplace are �ed to 3D assets in the virtual 
world. Creators and ar�sts will be able to earn royal�es from all sales of their NFT 
assets.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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Stream Movies
Movie theatres and private screening rooms will be 
available in the metaverse, with content available to watch 
on the mobile app.
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WHAT CAN PLAYERS 
DO IN METFX?

Create
Ar�sts, creators, and sellers can use the NFT crea�on tools to 
make new assets for MetFx and a�erwards put them on sale 
in the marketplace. Cosme�c NFT sets can be created from 
scratch in the pla�orm's crea�on tool, or one-off designs that 
can be bought and built by mul�ple players.

Advertise
Owners can put up billboards or other forms of adver�sing 
and lease out their space to generate passive income. 
Adver�sers can also host promo�onal events to promote their 
virtual or real-world businesses. Banner ads before and a�er 
videos on the mobile app are available as well.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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REVENUE MODEL

MetFx NFT Sales
Collectable and Consumable NFT for Metaverse which users can purchase 
from the Marketplace.

MetFx NFT Royalties
MetFx onboarded some of the best ar�sts from the NFT space. As a 
creator, we will be earning royal�es from every sale and purchase.

MetFx Public Theaters
Recognizing that people love to watch movies, MetFx Developers are 
crea�ng the best UX and UI interface to render the best of the best quality 
entertainment.
 

MetFx Private Theater
MetFx's private theatres would be limited to close gatherings, only 
including family, friends, or other close acquaintances depending on 
whom the users decide to invite. Apart from the unique experience these 
offers, MetFx Private Theaters are also poten�al streams of income.
 

MetFx Advertisement
MetFx is set to make money through adver�sements. For every movie 
that the user will watch, there will be adver�sements that will play. In 
addi�on the that, we will have placeholders for the billboards as they too 
can be used as a means of adver�sing various products.

MetFx as a Service (MaaS)
MaaS is one of the strategic business plans where MetFx will sell the 
Metaverse space to other companies in the crypto space. It will help 
companies build their own space with fewer resources and �me.

MetFx Tokens Transactions Fee
This pertains to all the fees for the transac�ons made within the MetFx 
ecosystem such as lis�ng, transferring, buying, selling, etc.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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USER BENEFITS

Tokens
MetFx will be Pancakeswap-enabled from day one, allowing 
investors to swap MFX any�me at the current market rate to Binance 
Smart Chain.

Privileged Customers
MetFx is working on partnerships with different companies, once 
these partnerships materialised, MetFx users would be able to enjoy 
perks and privileges when they visit our merchant partners. Users 
with more MFX will receive addi�onal benefits and access to our 
special events and ac�vi�es.

Grow Your Community
MetFx users will get to meet new people of similar interests, and 
hobbies, and possibly within the same region. Through all the events 
and ac�vi�es in the MetFx metaverse, users can create and join 
communi�es with shared interests and iden��es.

A Business Passive Income
MetFx boasts of a cu�ng-edge Metaverse with an enormous scope 
of growth opportuni�es. The metaverse has all features which a user 
looks for such as state fairs, major interna�onal fairs, theatres, and 
much more. Along with the increase in the value of an investment, 
watch-to-earn can generate a good passive income for a long period.

Entertainment
MetFx is designed to be an entertainment hub with Financial 
benefits, Public and Private Theaters, and its out-of-the-box 
Metaverse with watch-to-earn func�ons. It will con�nue to expand 
and transform into different regions including but not limited to: 
Asia, North America, Africa, and Europe.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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USER ACQUISITION 
STRATEGY

For MetFx to be able to systema�cally a�ract and convert new users to the 
pla�orm, MetFx will leverage the following user acquisi�on channels to acquire 
new users:

Content Marketing
MetFx will proac�vely create new and exci�ng content 
on its social media to capture users' a�en�on. Technical 
ar�cles on the mechanics of the ecosystem will also be 
published from �me to �me to display MetFx's 
capability and knowledge in the field.

Video Marketing
High-quality trailers will be released to the public when 
new content are added. MetFx will also hold AMA 
sessions to engage with the community. In addi�on, 
MetFx will also iden�fy and reward community 
influencers to play and promote MetFx on their live 
streaming pla�orms.

Marketing Campaigns
Marke�ng campaigns in the metaverse pla�orm will be 
introduced from �me to �me. An example would be an 
augmented reality campaign which users are required to 
complete with their friends and family. This will 
encourage users to enroll new users in the ecosystem. In 
addi�on, we will be offering special privileges, benefits, 
and products exclusive to our metaverse pla�orm to 
a�ract new users.

Paid Advertising
MetFx will buy adver�sing space on popular social 
media sites to promote our metaverse pla�orm. MetFx's 
official ar�cles will also be published on interna�onal 
news sites.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
Security
Security is a top concern among consumers in this day and age where personal 
data is easily compromised. Blockchain allows consumers to exchange tokens for 
rewards without compromising their private data. In addi�on to keeping 
customers' data safe, it can also help minimize errors and fraud through smart 
contracts.

Reducing Cost
Smart contracts remove the need for middlemen in many processes, thus 
decreasing both administra�ve and personnel costs.

Speed
In comparison to tradi�onal financial services, blockchain also facilitates faster 
transac�ons by allowing P2P cross-border transfers with our tokens.

Transparency
Blockchain safeguards transparency by crea�ng an unalterable record of 
transac�ons with end-to-end encryp�on. Each �me a transac�on is recorded on 
a blockchain, an audit trail is present. A blockchain token cannot be revoked and 
its transac�on ledger for public addresses is open to viewing. The issuing 
company cannot modify or add new tokens to the system which means 
consumers do not have to worry about their tokens being devalued before they 
can use them.

Non-Fungible Tokens
NFTs are digital assets that represent real-world objects like art, movies, and 
videos. Each has a digital signature that can only have one official owner at a �me, 
and no one can modify the record of ownership or copy/paste a new NFT into 
existence. NFTs allow proven authen�city and verifiable digital scarcity for our 
users in our virtual world.

Scarcity
Scarcity has been incredibly difficult online as most online resources can be easily 
copied and distributed. This makes it very hard for digital ar�sts to establish a 
mone�zed crea�ve business and for collectors to value digital art. Blockchain 
allows digital assets to have verifiable scarcity and ownership that cannot be 
manipulated. With this in place, a�aching value to digital assets becomes 
significantly easier, which opens doors to crea�ng opportuni�es for digital ar�sts.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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METFX WILL LAUNCH ON 
BINANCE SMART CHAIN!

What is Binance Smart Chain?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network built for running smart 
contract-based applica�ons. BSC runs in parallel with Binance's na�ve Binance 
Chain (BC), which allows users to get the best of both worlds: the high transac�on 
capacity of BC and the smart contract func�onality of BSC.

Why Binance Smart Chain?
BNB (formerly known as Binance Coin) stands for “Build and Build.” Along with 
“fueling” transac�ons on BNB Chain (similar to gas on Ethereum), BNB also acts 
as a governance token. Holding BNB gives you the right to make your voice heard 
and is necessary to par�cipate in BNB Chain's decentralized on-chain 
governance.
BSC, BNB, and key differences vs Ethereum explained. In April 2020, Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC) was introduced by the crypto exchange Binance to enable 
DApp development with larger capacity, faster speeds, and lower latency 
compared to Ethereum.

METFX | WATCH TO EARN DISCOVER POSSIBILITIES
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USE CASES

NFT Marketplace
MFX can be used to purchase or list NFT assets in the marketplace. 
These assets include avatars, wearables, movies, and videos that can 
be integrated with MetFx. When ar�sts, creators, and sellers want to 
list their NFTs in the marketplace, a lis�ng fee is required which can 
be paid in MFX. Buyers can make a bid using MFX to purchase NFTs 
from sellers.

Streaming Content
MetFx will feature a watch-to-earn structure and a mobile app for 
users to stream content. On the app, users can view ads on a free 
account or sign up for a premium pass to get an ad-free experience. 
Ads inside the streaming app and the metaverse will be managed by 
whoever owns the loca�on the content is being shown at.

Advertisements
MFX can be used to set up adver�sements inside the MetFx 
metaverse. There are various ways for users to adver�se, such as 
purchasing air �me before and a�er movies, concerts, and events.

User-Created Activities
MFX can be used to par�cipate in accessing private loca�ons, or in 
exchange for services inside the MetFx metaverse.

Watch-To-Earn Rewards
MFX tokens are used as rewards for the watch-to-earn func�on of 
the MetFX streaming app.

Virtual Events
MFX can be used to par�cipate in both official and user-organized 
events in MetFx.
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TOKENOMICS
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Seed Funding    Phase I      15% Launch

                             Phase II     18% Launch

Private Sale                          20% Launch

Presale                                  25% Launch

Team

Treasury

Exchange

Marke�ng 

Watch-to-Earn Rewards

Advisor

4%/Week

4%/Week

5%/Week

6%/Week

Locked & Vested

Locked & Vested

Locked & Vested

Locked & Vested

Locked & Vested

Locked & Vested

$1Billion
Market Cap 

(Total Supply)

$MFX
TOKEN

8%
TAXES

Vesting Periods

Seed Funding Phase I
Seed Funding  Phase II
Private Sale                      
Presale                              
Team
Treasury
Exchange
Marke�ng 
Watch-to-Earn Rewards
Advisor
Liquidity

TOTAL SUPPLY

8.79%
4.65%
5.00%

10.54%
15.0%

12.53%
0.50%
10.0%
25.0%

2.5%
5.50%

1,000,000,000

TOKEN ALLOCATION
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TOKENOMICS

There are a total of two Market Genera�on Events that account for the seed round, 
followed by a private sale and a presale. Seed sale par�cipants will get 15% (PHASE 
1) AND 18% (PHASE 2) of their total alloca�on on launch followed by a 4% weekly 
drip, Similarly Private and Pre-sale par�cipants will receive 20% and 25% of their 
total alloca�on on launch and then the rest of it as 5% and 6% weekly drip 
respec�vely. Team tokens will be locked for the first 12 months and then vested 
over the next 24 months.

TAXES
A tax of 8% will be imposed on all transac�ons carried out using the MFX na�ve 
token, the breakdown of the tax is as follows:

Marketing & Development- 4%
These funds will be dedicated to furthering the development of the metaverse and 
expanding the Movie library featured in the Me�x Movie Theatres, the funds will 
be strategically divided among the development and marke�ng plans.

Liquidity Pool- 3%
These funds will be used to add more liquidity to the liquidity pool to stabilize the 
chart.

Treasure Hunt- 1%
These funds will be used to create opportuni�es for the users to win tokens in the 
treasure hunt.
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Advisor
2.5%

Exchange
0.50%

Liquidity
5.50%

Private Sale                      
5.00%

Seed Funding  
Phase II

4.65%

Seed Funding 
Phase I

8.79%

Watch-to-Earn 
Rewards

25.0%

Treasury
12.53%

Team
15.0%

Presale                              
10.54%

Marke�ng 
10.0%

$1Billion
Market Cap (Total Supply)
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ROADMAP

Q1 2022
Private Sale
Website
Huge Marke�ng Agency
Whitelist Compe��on
Whitepaper
Team Doxxing
Audit
Organic Community Growth

Q2 2022
Launch MetFX Token
Launch MFX Token (Liquidity Locked for 6 months)
60-Day Marke�ng Plan
500 Media Publica�on
Coingecko & CoinMarketCap
NFT Pla�orm
Metaverse Demo
MetFX Streaming App
Trust Wallet Logo

Q3 2022
Increased Marke�ng Campaign
More Partnerships
News Ar�cles in Mul�ple Major Outlets
100 Movies on the MetFX Downloadable Streaming App
MetFX Drive in Movie Theater Launch

Q3 

Q2 

Q1 
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For more information please follow 
our social media below.
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